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Background: Increased stress levels are associated with various health
issues due to the dysregulation of HPA axis, more so when the stress is
chronic in nature.As the DHEA-S is a catabolic hormone the chronic
stress levels may be involved with long term diseases like early ageing,
hypertension, cancer and various other diseases
Objectives: The aim of this study was to see the effect of perceived
chronic stress in a subset of healthy population of male and female
volunteers who willingly participated in the study. The selected male
and female population was than stratified into age and stress matched
groups and then one time DHEA-S levels were ascertained to see for
changes in the DHEA-S values.
Methods: DHEA-S levels were measured within 6 hours of collection
of the Blood Samples, randomly collected at different time points in the
day by Chemiluminescence method which was than statistically
evaluated by using Mini Tab statistical tool.
Results: There was no significant correlation in both genders when age
and stress matched.
Copy Right, IJAR, 2022,. All rights reserved.
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Introduction:Stress can be categorized generally as acute stress and chronic stress which can be because of physical, emotional
and psychological strain on the human body. The Human body responds to stress generally by the releasing
hormones like cortisol, Adrenaline and noradrenaline depending on the stress level and the situation encountered.
The “Fight and Flight” response is usually encountered during Acute stress situations which is an immediate
response.Other chemicals such as DHEA and DHEA-S may also be released to tide over the crisis in addition when
the stress or response is sustained and prolonged such as in chronic stress due to chronic activation and
dysregulation of HPA access there can be continuous release of these hormones leading to generalized stressed
environment
impacting
the
homeostasis
of
the
normal
body.
When the stress hormones cortisol, adrenaline and noradrenaline are constantly increased due to the continuous
stimulation by ACTH on Zona Fasciculata (5-6) of the adrenal glands in chronic stress than causes deleterious effect
on the body. These hormones in larger amounts than leads to the production of oxidants and free radicals in the body
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which than causes cardiovascular disease, atherosclerosis, anxiety premature aging, cancer, chronic diseases and
neuromodulation
(1-5,13).
The Other hormones release by the adrenal gland from Zona Reticularis like DHEA,DHEA-S(5-6) arealso released
in small amounts from ovaries, testis, brain tissue in males and females respectively.
There can be interconversion between DHEA and DHEA-S hormones at cellular level(15)and some amounts also
get converted into androgens in males and estrogens and androgens in females respectively which happens
predominantly
in
the
fat
tissue(5-6).
There are conflicting reports from different scientists on the levels of DHEA and DHEA-S in acute and chronic
stress. Various studies have reported higher values of DHEA in acute stress and lower values of DHEA-S in chronic
stress whereas as some studies have not found any link to the levels of DHEA or DHEA-S in either acute or chronic
stress(7-11).
The aim of this study was to find whether the DHEA-S levels vary in chronic stress in age and stress matched
controls in randomly selected healthy male and female volunteers who had come for health check-ups.

Materials and Methods:Volunteers were enrolled from the Padmashree Diagnostic Centre,Bangalore,India who had come for a general
health checkup were randomly selected and a prospective cohort study group was set up with 500 volunteers
consisting of 250 males and 250 females to find out the corelative effect of percieved chronic stress levels and
DHEA-S
levels.
Age and stress matched stratification was done and various groups were inbuilt in the study among the selected male
and female individuals for the study.
A prior consent form was obtained from the volunteers after a proper explanation about the objective of the
study. Answering of DASS-21 questionnaire to access the stress levels was a mandatory requirement for the
enrollment of the volunteers before collecting the blood samples. The DASS-21 had 21 questions which further had
a score of 0,1,2,3,4. The volunteer had to answer these 21 questions and a total score was calculated and then
categorization of stress levels as Normal,Mild,Moderate,severe and very severe(for simplifying the process we had
clubbed severe and very severe into a single category as “severe”).The samples were randomly collected during the
day (previous day fasting was not made mandatory criteria for enrollment) and were processed within 6 hours of
collection and the DHEA-S values were determined on the same day.Analysis was done by Chemiluminescence
method.The Stress levels were divided into normal, mild, moderate and Severe. No other parameters such as BMI,
Smoking, menstrual cycle phase and physical exercises were documentedfor the study.
The Mini Tab statistical tool was used for statistical evaluation to correlate DHEA-S levels and stress levels in male
and female population in age and stress matchedgroups.

Results:The statistic results are depicted below in the form of DHEA-S levels against the stress levels for females in graph
(A) and also the DHEA-S levels against the age groups in graph (B).
The statistic results are depicted below in the form of DHEA-S levels against the stress levels for Males in graph (C)
and also the DHEA-S levels against the age groups in graph (D).
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Graph A representing stress levels and DHEA-S Levels in females

Graph B representing Age and DHEA-S Levels in females
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Graph C representing stress levels and DHEA-S Levels in Males

Graph D representing Age and DHEA-S Levels in Males
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The results depicted in the graph doesn’t show any significant correlation between age and stress levels with the
DHEA-S levels.

Discussion:The corelative studies between DHEA-S levels and stress levels were reported in various studies were contradictory
in nature. Some studies documented lower values of DHEA-S in stressed individuals and some studies did not find
any correlation between DHEA-S and chronic stress levels. We carried out this study taking only two parameters
stress levels and DHEA-S levels in age and stress matched male and female individuals without considering any
other parameters. The plausible variations observed in various studies may be due to inbuilt hormone homeostasis in
the body with an inherent property to maintain an optimal level of hormone balance for normal functioning of the
body with minimal fluctuations.
We decided to check this hypothesis by considering only the stress levels and correlate DHEA-S levels without
considering the phases of menstrual cycle in females, BMI, smoking status and physical exercises in female
population. Similarly, DHEA-S levels and stress levels in males were only considered without considering, BMI,
smoking status and physical exercises. DHEA-S one time measurement was analyzed to understand the intricacies
involved in measuring just the DHEA-S levels and chronic stress levels in our study surprisingly, contrary to the
other studies we found that the males had lower levels of DHEA-S levels as compared to females with same age and
stress matched controls, which were observed in few of the studies which showed lower levels of DHEA-S and
stress levels in females. In view of the dynamic status of the hormone levels and their fluctuations which is a
normal phenomenon should be considered before interpreting the results. The one-time peripheral blood sample
measurement of DHEA-S levels in our opinion may not be sufficient tool to find a correlation, as these hormones
are in dynamic state and vary as per the physiological status more often to keep the body in homeostatic state. The
inter convertibility of these hormones (15) makes it more difficult to understand and correlate its levels when in
dynamic state.Chronic stress which is again inter observer dependent and subject to individual perception is another
highly variable parameter.When these two highly variable parametersare corelated it becomes more difficult to find
a link between these two parameters. This may be the probable reason why different authors have different
conclusions regarding the DHEA-S values and chronic stress. It’s of paramount importance to collect the right
sample at a destined point in the day preferably early morning fasting blood sample and select an ideal method for
analyte estimation like RIA or HPLC for proper estimation and better correlation.
In our study we did not have any significant correlation between DHEA-S levels and increasing levels of perceived
chronic stress and age.In few studies a lower level of DHEA-S levels in females with chronic stress were observed.
Limitations:
We had a shortfall in our study as we had not included the BMI, smoking status, menstrual phase,physical exercises
in females, similarly in males the BMI smoking status and physical exercises were not considered while enrolling
the volunteers for the study may have skewed up the final findings.But it gives us an insight of the variability that
exists in measuring of two highly variable entities against a homeostatic environment which the body intricately
balances. We would like to conclude with a positive note that further studies are required to evaluate and design
studies appropriately for better correlation to account for the inter human variability, ethnic differences, inherent
genetic variability(12), human body’s ability to maintain homeostatic environment in measuring of the hormones
which are in dynamic state, the method of estimation which plays a important role in determining the exact values
for a proper correlation.

Conclusion:This study doesn’t demonstrate any significant correlation between DHEA-S levels and increasing levels of
perceived chronic stress in both the genders.
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